PREFACE
This complex problem, so far as it is likely to affect the
™ r, ut £ culture of the Gujaratis, may be shortly stat-
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Racial Fitaess ed* The basic racial stock of Gujarata is
powerful and tenacious, and has shown an
extraordinary range of adaptability in the light of modern
conditions. The foreign settlements can absorb a large
number of Gujaratis, but, apart from them, the undevelop-
ed tracts in the province, if opened up, can easily maintain
a fairly large increase in population. The more serious
problem, however, is to break up the connubial groups, to
stimulate a speedier inter-mixture of castes, to encourage an
increase in the number of healthy women, and to change
the customs which would deny them the privilege of mo-
therhood. Particularly, progress must be speeded up in
towns by a co-ordinated, purposive effort towards the
consolidation and strengthening of advanced castes before
the disintegrating forces destroy the finest elements of the
race. "Endogamy is played out" says Prof. Hobhouse
rightly. By inter-marriages on an extensive scale alone
can the Gujaratis attain the race vigour which fore-runs
great creative impulses. To be great, Gujarata must be
racially homogeneous and fit.
The next aspects to be considered are (a) the social and
cultural problems which confronted Gujarata in the past
and the agencies which solved them, and, (b) the changes
made by modern conditions in these problems and the
new agencies now at work.
The problems which faced Gujarata in the past were :
How to resist the agencies working for dis-
ruption, and how to absorb the alien influen-
ces which from time to time threatened its
culture ?
This rich and fertile province was always a tempting
prize for conquerors. In the later half of the reign of
Siddharaja and the earlier half of that of Kumarapala,
Gujarata was politically one ; and so was it in the reign of
Sultan Bahadur Shah ; and, again, for a short while under
the Imperial Moguls. But, except during these short
periods, Gujarata has been denied political unity. This

